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Law Frederic Bastiat
Why? Frederic Bastiat, economist and statesman, born in Bayonne, France in 1801, championed individual rights and freedom of choice above all else. Bastiat’s most famous work, “The Law,” was ...
Celebrating the lives of Frederic Bastiat and Thomas Sowell
This quote from French economist Frederic Bastiat sheds light on those addiction ... Second, our liberty shrinks with every new law and every new government job. We are also unaware that ...
Criminal politicians have corrupted the Constitution
As Frédéric Bastiat, one of the earliest classical-liberal ... is to legitimize an act of plunder and to violate the law of justice. #related#Perhaps that focus on individual rights is one ...
What Globalization Isn’t
chairman of the Anti-Corn Law League (ACLL), reflecting ruefully on his new-found fame. In it, Cobden recalled a conversation with French economist Frédéric Bastiat, with whom he had remonstrated over ...
Celebrities, heroes and champions: Popular politicians in the age of reform, 1810–67
The new PM will have a short-lived opportunity to select new ministers. But more importantly, due to the inevitable adverse consequences of a decade and a half of unprecedented money printing, little ...
Is There an Opportunity for Real Change in Britain?
As governor, Bill Ritter signed “an unprecedented 57 clean-energy bills into law,” a January 5 release ... what 19th Century French economist Frederic Bastiat called the “childish illusion ...
Independence Institute: Ritter’s "new energy economy" based on old fallacies
Back in the 1840s, in France, there was a Laissez Faire activist Frederic ... encode into law the means to preserve their advantage to plunder “legally’’. But before Bastiat wrote The ...
Saving Nigeria for Good of All
in the manner the 19th century French thinker Frederic Bastiat describes as legal plunder. I suggested that such plunder, though legal, were moral crimes. I urged the Complicit Middle to wake up ...
Ideas Rule the World
The classical economist Frédéric Bastiat warns us to look for the unseen or hidden results ... So that’s about $18,000 per employee each year, or $180,000 in total wages. Now, under the new law, you ...
Guest opinion: The unseen effects of Colorado’s minimum wage measure
Demand Side versus Supply Side Economics Both economic theories are based on the inverse law of supply and demand ... points out that Frédéric Bastiat's "Broken window fallacy" supersedes ...
The Impact of Keynesian Economics
In the Soviet Union, the rule of law and an independent judiciary had been replaced by a political machine under state control that was used to destroy anyone who was regarded as a threat to the ...
The Corner
In my many years I have come to a conclusion that one useless man is a shame, two is a law firm ... at the expense of everybody else. -- Frederic Bastiat, French economist (1801-1850) 11.
Roy Exum: The Saturday Funnies
In an increasingly worrying trend, rights are trampled upon by the custodians of law and order ... described by French economist and writer Frederic Bastiat who said, “when plunder becomes ...
Kenya was on downturn even before Covid-19
Investors should be sceptical about whether he can succeed, says Frederic Guirinec ... expense of everyone else", French economist Frdric Bastiat once said and that remains true in France ...
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